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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters submits orders to the manufacturing system web-service. Recently, the system has
experienced outages that keepservice unavailable for several days. What solution should an architect recommend to
handle errors during these types of service outages? 

A. Use middleware queuing and buffering to insulate Salesforce from system outages. 

B. A Use Platform Event replayldand custom scheduled Apex process to retrieve missed events. 

C. Use @future jobld and custom scheduled apex process to retry failed service calls. 

D. Use Outbound Messaging to automatically retry failed service calls. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-
us.platform_events.meta/platform_events/platform_events_api_considerations.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has hired an Integration Architect to design the integrations between existing systems
and a new instance of Salesforce. NTO has the following requirements: 

1.

 Initial load of 2M Accounts, 5.5M Contacts, 4.3M Opportunities, and 45k Products into the new org. 

2.

 Notification of new and updated Accounts andContacts needs to be sent to 3 external systems. 

3.

 Expose custom business logic to 5 external applications in a highly secure manner. 

4.

 Schedule nightly automated dataflows, recipes and data syncs. Which set of APIs are recommended in order to meet
the requirements? 

A. Bulk API, Chatter REST API, Apex SOAP API, Tooling API 

B. Bulk API, Chatter REST API, Apex REST API, Analytics REST API 

C. Bulk API, Streaming API, Apex REST API, Analytics REST API 

D. Bulk API, Streaming API, Apex SOAP API, Analytics REST API 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

A company needs to be able to send data from Salesforce to a homegrown system behind a corporate firewall. The data
needs to be pushed only one way and doesn\\'t need to be sent in real time. The average volume is 2 million records
per day. 

What should an integration architect consider when choosing the right option in building the integration between the
external system and Salesforce? 

A. Due to high volume of records, number of concurrent requests can hit the limit for the REST API call to external
system. 

B. Due to high volume of records, a third party integration toolis required to stage records off platform. 

C. Due to high volume of records, the external system will need to use a BULK API Rest endpoint to connect to
salesforce. 

D. Due to high volume of records, salesforce will need to make a REST API call to externalsystem. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Northern Trail Outfitters has had an increase in requests from other business units to integrate opportunity information
with other systems from Salesforce. The developers have started writing asynchronous @future callouts directly into the
target systems. The CIO is concerned about the viability of this approach scaling for future growth and has requested a
solution recommendation. 

What should be done to mitigate the concerns that the CIO has? 

A. Implement an ETL tooland perform nightly batch data loads to reduce network traffic using last modified dates on the
opportunity object to extract the right records. 

B. Develop a comprehensive catalog of Apex classes to eliminate the need for redundant code and use custom
metadata to hold the endpoint information for each integration. 

C. Refactor the existing ?uture methods to use Enhanced External Services, import Open API 2.0 schemas and update
flows to use services instead of Apex. 

D. Implement an Enterprise Service Bus for service orchestration, mediation, routing and decouple dependencies
across systems. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has recently implemented middleware for orchestration of services across platforms. The
ERP system being used requires transactions be captured near real time at a REST endpoint initiatedin Salesforce
when creating an order object. Additionally, the Salesforce team has limited development resources and requires a low
code solution. 

Which two options will fulfill the use case requirements? Choose 2 answers 
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A. Use Remote Process Invocation fire and forget pattern on insert on the order object using Flow Builder. 

B. Implement a Workflow Rule with Outbound Messaging to send SOAP messages to the designated endpoint. 

C. Implement Change Data Capture on the order object and leverage the replay Idin the middleware solution. 

D. Use a process builder to create a Platform Event, selecting the record type as the Platform Event Name on insert of
record. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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